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Abstract
Most, if not all, published type identification books suffer from serious drawbacks which
make them difficult to use by both typographic novices and professionals. Few effective
computerized programs exist to simplify the identification of typefaces.
The purpose of this project is to create an effective, visually attractive, interactive and
easy-to-use model of a type identification system, which, if successful, will be fully
developed. This is accomplished by combining the graphics and interactivity of theWorld
Wide Web with the database management capabilities ofmodern database products.
The user is given a series of
"questions"
regarding readily observable structural
characteristics of the unknown typeface, such as whether the bar of the e slopes or is
horizontal. The identification is based on the user's answers.
By using theWorldWideWeb, the prototype typeface identification system can be
provided as a service to the design and desktop publishing community, relieving users




In the past, type was primarily the domain of typesetters, designers and other graphic
artists.With the development of the computer Graphical User Interface (GUI), like the
Macintosh andWindows, type is now in the hands of the non-traditional user. Most of
these users have little, if any, typographic experience.
Now that "desktop
publishing"
is available to everyone, theymust assume the roles of
designer, editor, artist and typesetter. As they design their final product, they often need
to identify typefaces that they have seen and liked in previously produced documents.
Even for experienced designers, type identification can be a daunting task. Several
factors contribute to this difficulty:
New type faces are being designed every day.
Published specimen books and type
"encyclopedias"
are outdated the day they are
published.
"Typefinders"
are usually difficult to use for the typographic
novice. Most require
intimate knowledge of typographic terminology. The average designer will not learn
the arcana of type just to occasionally look up a typeface in a book.
Each of the typefinders uses a different method or different nomenclature. If a
particular typeface cannot be located in one typefinder, the user must use a different
method when switching type
identification systems.
Now that most type is created electronically, it is also easy to modify electronically,
for
instance, scaling the type horizontally or vertically. This makes identification more
difficult, since it alters the font metrics used by several computerized font
identification systems.
Some typefinders require the searcher to make decisions on very subtle typographic
differences, some ofwhich may not be distinguishable in small point sizes, with
low-
resolution laser printer output, or from less than optimal copy.
The sources are often national or manufacturer specific. If the typeface is not made by
the manufacturer, it will not appear in that manufacturer's printed typeface library.
Chapter 2
Background and Significance
Moveable type has been in use in western civilization for over five hundred years.When
type was a physical medium, the number ofdifferent typefaces designs were not as
numerous as today. Each typeface had to be painstakingly designed and carved into molds
which were unique. While there were probably fewer than 2,000 typefaces in use at any
one time, a person could rather easily identify any particular one.
With the advent of digital type, the number of available typefaces has exploded to over
20,000. Identifying one among this number is a frustrating and time-consuming task.
Since the typefaces themselves are digital, a digital solution to typeface identification
appears logical and called for.
With the growing influence of the Internet, this seems to be a reasonable place to start
to develop a solution to the type identification problem.
Reason for Interest
Recently, I have been
"attracted"
to several typefaces used in other people's publications. I
wanted to use these typefaces and combinations of typefaces in my own work. I attempted
to identify these typefaces using several
"typefinders."
In only one of these attempts did I
correctly identify the typeface.
Being a computer professional, I am instinctively drawn to computerized solutions to
difficult problems. TheWorld WideWeb, which is a highly visual and interactive
medium, seems to be a likely candidate for developing a solution to this problem.
I am, however, a programmer. I don't believe in creating custom programs, if existing
software tools can be combined to create a solution. Several commercial databases can
combine textual and graphical information. Claris FileMaker Pro and Microsoft FoxPro
can both handle this type of information. Neither program, however, has the interactivity
necessary to create a useful graphical interface.
Several multimedia packages, like Apple Computer's HyperCard andMacromedia
Director have the capability to create highly interactive and visually attractive user
interfaces. Neither, however has the database handling capability of a
"real"
database,
especially one which may potentially contain several thousand typeface entries.
By combining amultimedia package and a database, an easy-to-use and attractive
database searching system could be developed and distributed on CD-ROM or magnetic
media, like ZIP disks. However, timely updates are still a problem. Many users, even
when notified ofupdates to the database, still will not update, either due to the cost, or
due to the perceived difficulty of electronic updates.
I believe a better solution can be achieved by using theWorldWideWeb (theWeb).
Using aWeb interface (a "front-end") to gather the user's input, request a search of the
database and display the results, a simple and effective type identification system can be
developed. Since there is only one centralized database that needs to be kept updated, the
problems associated with multiple, outdated copies of the database can be avoided.
Another benefit of using theWorldWideWeb is that, once identified, a link to the







are currently available. Each as its own strengths and
weaknesses. All printed works suffer from several drawbacks. General drawbacks to these
resources will be discussed, then each typefinder will be discussed in more depth.
1 . By being published in hard copy form, they are not easily or inexpensively updated
to include new typeface designs. New editions or periodic updates are either difficult to
produce and distribute or prohibitively expensive for the end user.
2. Each typefinder has its own set of criteria as a basis for identification. Often these
require extensive typographic knowledge, making them inaccessible to the novice. Even
for experienced typographers, one must adapt to the particular search paradigm used in
each typefinder.
3. The criteria for identification often require the searcher to distinguish subtle





4. None of these typefinders allow for instances when the user may have a bad
photocopy of the original or a limited
sample from which to search.
Rookledge's International Type Finder
The technique used to identify typefaces in this work is by examination of the serif
structure of the typefaces. It is broken down into eight categories:
1 . Sloping e-Bar (Venetian Serif)
2. Angled Stress/Oblique Serifs (Old Style Serif)
3. Vertical Stress/Oblique Serifs (Transitional Serif)
4. Vertical Stress/Straight Serifs (New Transitional Serif)
5. Abrupt Contrast/Straight Serifs (Modern Serif)
6. Slab Serif
7. Wedge Serif (Hybrid Serif)
8. Sans Serif
The basic method used to find a particular typeface is to identify to which of these specific
groupings the unknown typeface belongs. One then turns to the appropriate category
introductory page. The category introductory ("contents") page breaks the category into
finer detail, often distinguished by structural details, yielding a list of typeface numbers.
One then turns to the appropriate pages and examines the individual typeface samples to
determine the appropriate sample.
As an alternative method, Rookledge uses
"earmarks,"
distinguishing characteristics of
individual glyphs. The authors have a recommended order for selectingwhich glyphs in
your sample to use for identification. This ordering is uppercase Q, &, J, G,W, A, K, C, R,
M, E, P, S, T, F, B, N, O, U, X, Y, D, H, Z, L, V and I. followed by lowercase g, a, j, y, k, t, f,
r, q, w, e, b, s, c, d, p, m, u, x, o, v, h, n, i, 1 and z. Unfortunately, the letters chosen do not
fall into the
"standard"
E-T-A-O-N-I-R-S-H-D-L-U frequency pattern in common
English usage2. With a limited sample, one has to go fairly far down the list to find
prospective earmarks.
Using the first technique is fairly straightforward to identify which major category the
typeface belongs. Examining the
"contents"
page for that category, however can cause
problems. If one does not have a sample character which is used to further classify the
typeface, identification becomes an ordeal one must sequentially examine the sample
alphabets to determine a match.
In addition, Rookledge's classifications do not follow established classifications, such
as the British Standards Typeface Nomenclature and Classification System. If one already
knows into which standard classification an unknown typeface falls, one may not be able
to readily choose the correct classification Rookledge uses.
The earmark method seems somewhat better, but if the chosen ordering more closely
matched the English letter frequency, searching the tables might be more productive.
How to Recognize Type Faces by R. Randolph
Karch3
Karch starts by breaking the typefaces into serif and sans-serif.





The lower loop (bowl) of the
"g"
is either closed or open, as in
Figure 1.
Closed lower bowl Open lower bowl
Figure 1 - Closed vs. Open Lower Bowl
The cross-stroke (bar) of the lower-case
"e"
is either slanted or horizontal, as in
Figure 2.
Slanted bar Horizontal bar
Figure 2 - Slanted vs. Horizontal Bar
The sans-serif typefaces are further broken down bywhether they are monotone (all
strokes are the same width) or
"thick-and-thin.,"
as in Figure 3.Within the "thick-and-
thin"





Figure 3 - Monotone vs. "Thick and
thin"
The major advantage of this method is that it basically uses the gross structure, like
open or closed bowls) rather than the subtle structure of the serifs to classify type. This
has the advantage that even given bad copy, this can be fairly easily distinguished.




characteristic,which can be subtle. For example, Optima's subtle flaring of the
strokes , as in Figure 4, is obvious to some, but less experienced observers may not notice
it. This makes the classification more difficult.
OPTIMA
Figure 4 - A Sample ofOptima
Identafontby Nancy
Wansick4
Wansick's technique is really quite simple index each letter of each font. In use, the user
chooses a distinctive letter from the unknown typeface, goes to the appropriate page in
the catalog and compares the unknown
to the same letter in every cataloged typeface.
Shown below is a portion of a sample page of the catalog.
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Figure 5 - Identafont Sample Page
This technique is quite straightforward. It has, however, several drawbacks.
First, the naive user has no ideawhether the particular character they have chosen as
"distinctive"
really is different from others of the same class of type. Does an uppercase
serifG normally have a spur, or is it absent in the majority?
Second,within a specific character, how are the fonts ordered? If they are just placed
randomly, the search can take quite some time to find one particular font.
Third, from a production point ofview, this catalog must be very difficult and
time-
consuming to update, since more than 50 entries must be created for each new font to be
cataloged. Timely updates would be difficult and expensive to produce. If
"supplement"




The Panose system uses several type characteristics to build a seven digit classification
number for the font. All fonts with a given classification number have the same general









Serif style, for example is broken down into 10 sub-styles:
l.Cove serif
2. Square serif
3. Square cove serif




7. Square normal end sans serif
8. Square perpendicular end sans serif
9. Flared end sans serif
0. Rounded end sans serif
There are several problems with this identification system. Some of the identification
criteria are exceedingly subtle and difficult to distinguish, especially in smaller type sizes.
The x-height question poses many of the same problems. X-height is defined as the
distance between the base and mean height of lowercase letters without ascenders or






"Lowercase letters slightly larger than half the uppercase size are standard.
Those lowercase letters less than 50 percent of the uppercase height are
considered small. Lowercase letters taller than 70 percent of the uppercase
height are classified as large. In many display faces, no lowercase is
available, and these are the all-cap fonts ofoption
4."
This is a very subtle difference. How accurately can one estimate the x-height of 12 point
type in a photocopy of an advertisement? Different viewers will have different estimates of
what is
"large"
As J. Ames Parsons said in his 1989
thesis4
"difficulties were encountered with each
Panose question. None could be answeredwith certainty for every
typeface."
The
PANOSE system, although rigorous, is next-to-useless for novice users. Many of the
classification criteria require the characters to be in large point sizes for the differences to





J. Ames Parsons, in his 1989 Master's Thesis research, voicedmany of the same concerns
previously mentioned. He concluded that the PANOSE system, although imperfect, was
on the right track. His technique was to allow for the ambiguity of some of the questions
with the addition of a "pass
digit"
for the searcher, and a "null
digit"




allows the user searching the database to say "I can't
tell"
to one or
more of the selection criteria. The "null
digit"
is the same for the person compiling the
database. It attempts to compensate for the subtleties of the questions by allowing
"fuzzy"
searches, in essence saying "I think it looks like this, but I'm not
sure."
He then goes on to specify a sequence ofquestions (approximately 80 in all) for each
of the following letters: A, C, E. G, J, L, M, P, Q, R, T, W; lowercase a, e, f, g; figures 1, 2, 3,
4 and the period punctuation mark. The answers of these questions are used to generate a
"profile"
of the typeface, serving the same function as the PANOSE questions. This was
incorporated into a computer program and database of profiled typefaces. These sets of
questions were then tested and success rates compiled:
Parsons came to several conclusions:
1 . For any one set of questions, which he called a "sequence", the average success rate
was approximately 98 percent.
2. When several sequences were combined, the success rate decreased, since the
overall probability of success is the mathematical product of the individual
probabilities. Thus, as the user answers more questions, the system becomes less
accurate.
3. Calculations show, on average, the user must answer 6 sequences of questions to
narrow the search to a unique typeface and that the search using six sequences
would be approximately 87 percent accurate.
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Parsons suggested that more "null
digits"
would make the system more accurate, meaning
that itwould decrease instanceswhere the user disagreed with the database compilers.
FontExpert computer
software7
The FontExpert program, by FontExpert GmbH, uses scanned images of the typeface to
do the identification. The user scans a sample of the unknown typeface and either saves it
in Macintosh PICT format or copies and pastes the data into a window in the program.
The user then selects one or more letters using type selection tools and clicking on the
letters.When the user clicks on the
"Result"
button, a list of possible typefaces appears.
This system has the added benefit of being able to click on the typeface and see a complete
sample alphabet, to confirm the result. In addition the user can click a button to reveal
the manufacturer of the type and appropriate contact information.
This system has several drawbacks:
1. The user must have access to a printed sample of the type and access to a scanner.
When trying to identify type from aWorld Wide Web page, for example, one
must print the type sample, scan it in, and then use the computer to identify the
type.
2. Although this is a computerized system, it suffers from the same drawback that the
database used by the program is simply a
"snapshot"
of the available typefaces at
the time the database was compiled. The database must be updated by the




From the literature review, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1 . Subtle differences should be avoided as a method to distinguish one font from
another.
2. Allowance should be made for the user to say "I can't
tell."
3. The database should be centralized and easy to update as new typefaces become
available.
14
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Using theWorldWide Web and a commercially available database program, a
preliminarymodel of an effective type identification system can be developed, using
visual structural characteristics of selected letters of the alphabet.
Appropriate web forms will be developed which will lead the user through a series of
questions about obvious structural characteristics of chosen letters of the alphabet. The
answers to these questions will be used to query the database which will return the
selected typefaces.
The goal will be achieved by completing the following steps:
1. Choose one category of typefaces to evaluate (e.g., serif)
2. Choose an appropriate subset of fonts in the category to create an effective test set of
typefaces
3. Decide which letters and which characteristics to develop the smallest manageable set
of questions for each letter
4. Create a database using appropriate commercially available software including the
appropriate fields and any additional information needed to create aworkable system
5. Add entries to the database with the answers to the questions about the structure of
the selected letters for those typefaces
6. Create a visualweb-based interface to present the questions to the user
7. Develop or acquire software to link the web server and the database
8. Create web pages necessary to return the query results to the user.
9. Test the completed system on a group of test subjects, selected for a wide range of
typographic knowledge, from novice to expert.





A type database can be most easily comparedwith a notebook, like a three-ring binder,
holding a number ofpages, each page holding a printed form describing a particular
typeface. In the database, each page is called a
"record."
Each typeface has a number of individual pieces of stored information, such as its
name, the designer's name, who distributes it commercially, etc. These individual pieces
of information are called
"fields"
and each field consists of a specific type of information,
like text, numbers, or a picture of the typeface.
Fields in the database can be searched for a specific piece of information. In this
manner, one could search for all the typefaces whose "name contains Garamond.", or
whose "distributor is
Adobe."
Modern databases allow users to interact with the software in a more graphical
manner than previously, but for the most part, they still require text input for the search
parameters.
Internet andWorldWide Web Concepts
The Internet is a computer network, designed and implemented about 20 years ago, as
part of a U.S. Department ofDefense project. It was designed to be a reliable network
which could withstand any of its
members ("nodes") being disabled, such as by a nuclear
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attack. The Internet now consists ofmillions of nodes, including millions of home and
office computers.While the Internet is used for many different things, including file
transfer and electronic mail, one of the main uses is theWorldWideWeb.
TheWorldWideWeb ("theWeb") is one of the newest information services available
on the Internet. It is based on technology developed at CERN, the European nuclear
particle research laboratory. It was originally designed for the distribution of papers and
research results from the particle physics lab to researchers around the world.
On theWeb, the user uses browser software to request a given page of information
from a server computer. The server then transmits the requested information back to the
browser using the http protocol (hypertext transfer protocol). The user can then select
various links on the page to request additional pages. This page can then point to further
pages. A graphical diagram of this resembles a spiderweb, hence theWeb's name.
Web pages are created in a specialized kind ofmarkup language, called HTML
(HyperTextMarkup Language). TheWeb page author inserts special codes, called tags,
in a plain text file to indicate the different parts of a page, for example <hl> to indicate
the start of a Header 1 and </hl> to indicate the end of the Header 1. The author can add
text, tables, lists, graphics and links to other pages in the HTML code. These are static
pages, pages whose content is fixed by the author at the time they are created.
The designers of theWorld Wide Web knew that not all information is static and that
there needed to be amechanism for dynamic content in Web pages. To allow for a wide
variety ofdata sources, such as
databases and management information systems, they
developed the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) to allow communication between the
Web server and data sources.
When a user requests information from a web server with an attached CGI
application, a predictable flow of information
follows. The following diagram illustrates











Figure 7 - Web Server Data Flow
Here is how a typical database/CGI requestwould be handled by this system:
The user's web browser sends a request for a page to the web server.
The server replieswith a page containing a database search form.
The user fills out the form to request a specific database search.
When the user clicks the
"search"
button on this form, a CGI request is sent to the
web server.
When the server receives this request, it recognizes the CGI request and sends it to the
appropriate external CGI program to handle the request.
The external program searches the database and adds any HTML tags necessary to
properly format the results.
The resulting HTML is then passed
back to the web server
The web server returns the results to the user's browser.
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Required steps
The goal of creating a web based typeface identification system was achieved by
completing the following tasks:
1. Selection of typeface category
Due to the large number of fonts available, most font identification systems start
with a general categorization of the typefaces based on the general form of the
typeface. There are manymethods in use to group typefaces into general










For the prototype system, serif typefaces were chosen for the database because they
tend to be one of the most frequently used. There are also a wide variety of easily
distinguished serif typefaces to choose from.
2. Selection of classification characters
The goal of the system is to keep the system simple, while still allowing effective
identification, therefore the number of classification characters was kept small.
Too many choices tend to
overwhelm the user with options, as discussed in the
literature review.
Users may have only a
limited sample of text, such as a headline or a short
phrase, available for identification. Therefore, the letters to be used need to appear
frequently in the English alphabet.
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The uppercase and lowercase E, T, A and G and the uppercaseWwere chosen
as the characters that will be displayed to the user, due to their correspondence to
the standard English frequency of usage and the distinctiveness of the G andW.
3. Characteristics of the classification characters
In consultation with the Thesis Advisor, several appropriate classification
characteristics of the characters were determined. These were the basis of the
questions the user is asked in the classification process. The questions chosen for
the system are shown in Appendix A.
4. Font Database development
In consultation with the Thesis Advisor, a database of approximately 50
commonly used fonts was created. Due to its speed, ease-of-use, and CGI links to
web servers, Claris FileMaker Pro was used to develop the database. The following
information is stored in the database:
Font name
= Manufacturer
For each characteristic, the appropriate response
The filename of the pictorial scan of the selected classification characters
The filename of the pictorial scan of a complete upper- and lower-case
alphabet
Each characteristic was used as one field in the database. To maintain consistency
in the database and ease data entry, these responses were developed as simple
radio buttons. A listing of the database field definitions is shown in Appendix C.
The standard database form used for each font is shown in Appendix D. The full
database is included as Appendix E.
5. Development of the query forms
After considerable effort, an initial user interface was developed using HTML
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Figure 8 - Sample Screen
Appropriate HTML code was developed for the user input/output. Appropriate
graphic elements were created to illustrate the characteristics, and the possible
choices for answers to the questions.
6. Development of the CGI database linkage
FileMaker Pro has built-in web serving capabilities, but these were deemed too
rudimentary for an effective user interface
to be developed. Instead, a third-party
software package, Tango, from Pervasive Software, was used to link FileMaker Pro
to theWorldWideWeb. User responses to the typeface questions were gathered
and then passed to Tango for processing. Tango then queried the FileMaker Pro
database and formatted the results which were then returned to the user. The user
could then modify the query or
examine the results.
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7. Method of testing
The typeface identification system was tested by volunteers from RIT faculty, staff
and students. Each evaluator was given five type samples, randomly selected from
a complete set of the typefaces present in the database. The user viewed on line
instructions and was asked to identify each typeface. Since the system was
designed to require minimal documentation, the users were allowed to proceed at
their own pace. Each user's typeface identifications were recorded and collected
for analysis. In addition, several questions were asked to gather information about
the user's prior typographic knowledge, whether a student, staff or faculty, and
length of time it took to identify the samples. A sample test questionnaire is
included in Appendix E.
System Design Goals
Highly interactive and graphical
Users, especially novices, are enticed by the interactivity ofmodern computer
software. Interactivity allows the user to easily correct mistakes and to change their
minds.
Type is an intrinsically visual design element. It seems only reasonable that the
type identification system be as graphical as the type being identified.
Self-contained
The type identification system will not require the user to refer to manuals, type
samples or other items outside the system.
Visually attractive
Users are demanding higher standards for the software they use. A visually ugly
software package is not as highly regarded, however useful, if it looks terrible on
screen.
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Easy for novices to use
The type identification system will allow users with little or no typographic knowledge
to identify an unknown type sample. Use of typographic terms will be kept to a
minimum. Any terminologywhich may be new to the user will be defined, both
verbally and visuallywhen needed.
The system will allow the user to easily correct mistakes, without having to start
over from the beginning.
Effective formore advanced users
More advanced users, or beginners who are more familiar with the operation of the
system should not require as much
"hand-holding"
as the novice. The system will
allow a faster, but less
"friendly"
mode of operation.
When possible, produce a positive, single identification
Assuming the user enters enough information, the type identification system should
be capable ofproducing a single, correct result. Should a single result not be possible,
a variable size list should be produced. The entire alphabet should be graphically
displayed, allowing the user to make the final identification based on his own visual
inspection of other characters.
Allow for ambiguous user input
Users of the system should be allowed to enter responses which allow for unclear
samples, modified type, and other non-standard responses. The system may not be
able to produce a positive identification, but the correct typeface should be in the list
of possible candidates.
Give feedback to user at all times
As the user answers questions on the structure of the unknown typeface, a visual
sample will be displayed, giving the user feedback that their entries are correct. If
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possible, given the speed of the searching process, a numerical display of the number
ofmatching typefaces will be displayed.
Adapt to more difficult identification situations
Small type sizes, poor reproductions of the samples, or incomplete unknown
alphabets make matchingmore difficult. Users should not, for example, be required
to decide if the serifs are cupped or flat on eight point type. Although a loupe and a
clean original sample are useful, theywill not be required.
Fast enough to search a database of several thousand typefaces in real time
The "search
engine"
should be fast enough to search a database of thousands of
typefaces and return a count ofmatching typefaces in a
"reasonable"
period of time.
What is considered a
"reasonable"
will vary, depending on the limitations of present
database search speeds, the speed of the Internet connection, and the size of the
database. For the purpose of this project, a database of approximately 50 -100
typefaces will be used.
Use existing, commercial software
Writing software for modern Graphical User Interfaces is a time-consuming, complex
and expensive task. The system will use existing web browser software and the
FileMaker Pro database software.
Be extensible and easilymaintainable
Type designers are constantly designing new typefaces. The system will make it easy
for new designs to be entered into the database. The system itself should be easy to
add additional required user input.
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Include information on type designers, distributors, etc.
Once a typeface has been identified, the user is allowed to request additional
information on the typeface. The user maywant to knowwhere to purchase the
typeface. The user maywant to find outwhat other typefaces were designed by the
same designer, or what sans-serif typeface is visually compatible with the identified
serif face. The additional information available in this projectwill necessarily be
limited, due to time constraints, but the system will allow for easy extension to
include more information.
Be educational
The type identification system will introduce typographic terminology in a simple, but
not didactic manner. As an example, the user may be required to decide between a
one-story (a) or two-story (a) lower-case "a". The choices will be visually displayed,





Twenty-five unique test questionnaires were generated. Each questionnaire had five text
samples ofvarying length. Each sample text was randomly chosen from one of the fonts
present in the database. In addition, the following questions were included:








3. Approximately how long did it take to complete the searches?
4. Please leave any comments about "Name That
Font."
A sample test questionnaire is included in Appendix F.
The test questionnaires were copied and distributed to 35 testers. 29 of the 35 test
forms were returned for a 83 percent return rate. The sample size is relatively small, but is
statistically significant. The results are sufficiently accurate to make general observations
about the success of the system.












1 2 40% Staff Little 20
2 5 100% Faculty Expert 10
3 4 80% Student Moderate 15
4 4 80% Faculty- Moderate 30
6 3 60% Faculty Moderate 15
8 2 40% Staff Little 50
11 2 40% Faculty Little 30
12 4 80% Staff Moderate 20
13 5 100% Student Little 30
15 3 60% Student Little 10
16 5 100% Student Moderate 30
17 2 40% Faculty Little 40
18 4 80% Staff Little 35
20 2 40% Staff
l__ Little 20
21 3 60% Student Little 25
22 3 60% Student Little 15
23 2 40% Student Little 25
24 1 20% Student Little 25
25 0 0% Student Little 20
26 1 20% Student Little 25
27 2 40% Student Little 20
28 3 60% Student Little 20
29 2 40% Student Little 15
30 4 80% Student Little 25
31 3 60% Student Moderate 10
32 1 20% Student Little 15
33 4 80% Student Little 25
34 5 100% Student Little 15
35 2 40% Student Little 15
Count=29 Ave.=57% Ave.=22
Table 1 - Raw Data
The datawere then analyzed by grouping as follows:
by level ofprevious typographic expertise
by score (distribution)
In each grouping, the following statistics were generated:
number in the group
average percent for the group












1 2 40% Staff Little 20
8 2 40% Staff Little 50
11 2 40% Faculty Little 30
13 5 100% Student Little 30
15 3 60% Student Little 10
17 2 40% Faculty Little 40
18 4 80% Staff Little 35
20 2 40% Staff Little 20
21 3 60% Student Little 25
22 3 60% Student Little 15
23 2 40% Student Little 25
24 1 20% Student Little 25
25 0 0% Student Little 20
26 1 20% Student Little 25
27 2 40% Student Little 20
28 3 60% Student Little 20
29
_.
2 40% Student Little 15
30 4 80% Student Little 25
32 1 20% Student Little 15
33 4 80% Student Little 25
34 5 100% Student Little 15












3 4 80% Student Moderate 15
4 4 80% Faculty Moderate 30
6 3 60% Faculty Moderate 15
12 4 80% Staff Moderate 20
16 5 100% Student Moderate 30












2 5 100% Faculty Expert 10
Count= 1 Ave.= 100% Ave.=10












25 0 0% Student Little 20
Count=l Ave.=0% Ave.=20
24 1 20% Student Little 25
26 1 20% Student Little 25
32 1 20% Student Little 15
Count=3 Ave.=20% Ave.=22
1 2 40% Staff Little 20
8 2 40% Staff Little 50
11 2 40% Faculty Little 30
17 2 40% Faculty Little 40
20 2 40% Staff Little 20
23 2 40% Student Little 25
27 2 40% Student Little 20
29 2 40% Student Little 15
35 2 40% Student Little 15
Count=9 Ave.=40% Ave.=26
15 3 60% Student Little 10
21 3 60% Student Little 25
22 3 60% Student Little 15
28
i
3 60% Student Little 20
6 3 60% Faculty Moderate 15
31 3 60% Student Moderate 10
Count=6 Ave.=60% Ave.= 16
18 4 80% Staff Little 35
30 4 80% Student Little 25
33 4 80% Student Little 25
3 4 80% Student Moderate 15
4 4 80% Faculty Moderate 30
12 4 80% Staff Moderate 20
Count=6 Ave.=80% Ave.=25
13 5 100% Student Little 30
34 5 100% Student Little 15
16 5 100% Student Moderate 30
2 5 100% Faculty Expert 10
Count=4 Ave.= 100% Ave.=21
Table 3 Data Summarized by Percent Correct
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Conclusions
Overall, 57 percent of the 175 total unknown font samples were correctly identified, at an
average 22 minutes per questionnaire, or approximately 4.5 minutes per font sample. This
is a very disappointing result. It had been hoped that the system would be significantly
more effective, on the order of 90 to 95 percent correct identifications. It was also
expected that the system would be significantly faster on the order of2-3 minutes per
sample. The datawere therefore examined further to determine the causes of the low
effectiveness.
In the 35 returned samples, those with more typographic experience scored
significantly higher than those with little or no experience. As can be seen in Table 2,
those with little or no typographic experience answered an average of 50 percent correctly.
Those with more experience took less time and got more questions correct.
All of those who scored 40 percent or less correct had little or no typographic
experience. In theModerate and Expert groups, the system was an average 80 percent
effective. However, half of those scoring 80 or 100 percent had little or no experience, so it
is possible for those with little experience to successfully use the system.
In all identifications, the final step is for the user to visually compare their unknown
font with the list of candidates returned by the identification system. Although not
specifically tested, those with less typographic
experience would be expected to have more
dificulty choosing the correct candidate.
The length of time taken to identify a type sample decreases with the level of
typographic experience, as one would expect. More experienced typographers knowwhat
to look for they are more adept at selecting
distinctive characteristics and quickly
selecting them for the search. For
all groups, this was the first time they had seen the
system. As users become accustomed to the operation of the system, it is expected that
theywould become faster and more
accurate when re-tested at a later date.
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One of the most common reasons for an incorrect identification was when system
gave "No Records
Matched"
as its response. This is caused when the user enters an
incorrect observation about the unknown typeface, for example, the user says the bar of
the lowercase e is slanted, when it is really horizontal. Since none of the fonts in the
database have this contradictory set of characteristics, no records match. The method
used to encode the database allows only an
"all-or-nothing"
selection.
When users enter their observations, the natural urge is to "answer all the
questions,"
as if taking a exam. The problem with this strategy is the more observations entered,
the more likely the user will enter contradictory observations, causing a "No Records
Matched"
error. Users were instructed to "start by answering only 1 or 2 questions", but
thesewere not displayed prominently enough on the screen, and were therefore
overlooked. Bymaking these instructions more prominent, the system should be more
effective.
Recommendations for Further Research
User interfaces to computerized systems are notoriously difficult to design, given the
peculiarities of human physiology and psychology. The system, as described above, works,
although not as effectively as anticipated.
Further refinements, as listed below, will
improve the success rate for all users, including novices.
The database should be re-engineered to correct the problem of "No Records
Matched"
errors. This requires re-encoding the database to allow for ambiguous
searches, evaluating all fonts, returning partial matches
and ordering the output
by how well the font matches the contradictory
input. This is equivalent to a "best
match.
The user should be given more immediate feedback as to how many fonts match
the observations they have entered. This
would allow the user to quickly
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determine whether to continue entering observations, or to directly look at the
font list for individual comparisons, thus increasing the speed of the system.
To objectively evaluate the effectiveness of the sytem, users should be
tested to see
if they can identify typefaces
"manually,"
before testing the on-line system. This
would remove any bias in the system's effectiveness rating by eliminating those
users who have difficulty identifying type.
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Additions to the prototype system
To make the prototype font identification system more complete, the following additions
should be made:
The system needs to be expanded to include the other typeface categories, e.g.
scripts, blackletters, uncials, etc.
The system needs to be able to handle font variations, such as italic and bold.
The system should include an on-line
"help"
system to assist the user in learning
what to look for when attempting to identify a font.
This "search
engine,"
when combined with Anthony DePietro's font cross-reference
database, and with Keli McCreadie's on-line type specimen book, could be a powerful and
complete font system. For example, a user identifies a font in the database, but doesn't
own that particular font. Two scenarios could then be imagined.
The user could be shown on-line type specimen pages of cross-referenced fonts
which appear similar to the identified font. The user could then pick a similar font
that the user already owns.
The user could be connected to the font manufacturer's on-line ordering system
to purchase the font for on-line downloading.
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Are there any lowercase letters in your sample?
Yes
No




Are the lowercase letters the uppercase letters
Taller than












Is the bar of the uppercase A:
Noticeably above the middle
Approximately centered
Noticeably below the middle



















The middle arm is:
Noticeably above the middle
Approximately centered









Is the bar of the uppercase G:
Pointing noticeably to the left
Approximately centered








Does the left serif point:
Angled noticeably to the left
Approximately straight down
Angled noticeably to the right
Missing
Can't tell
Does the right serif point:
Noticeably to the left
Approximately straight down



















































Not applicable (single story)




None (ear is missing)
Can't tell







Is the bar of the lowercase t:
More noticeably to the left
Approximately centered
More noticeably to the right
Can't tell
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The following pajges wilt assist you to identify a typeface \>y observing feature^
of individual letters of the alphabet. Youwill identify the font by clicking























CSAg = window. navigator .userAgent; CSBVers parseInt(CSAg.charAt(CSAg . indexOf("/")+l), 10) ;
function IsIE() { return CSAg. indexOfC'MSIE") > 0;}
function CSIEStyl(s) { return document. all . tagsC"div")[s] .style; }
function CSNSStyl(s) { return CSFindElement(s,0); }
function CSFindElement(n,ly) { if (CSBVers < 4) return document[n] ;
var curDoc = ly ? ly. document : document; var elem curDoc[n];
if (!elem) { for (yar i=0;i<curDoc. layers. length;i++) {
elem = CSFindElement(n,curDoc.layers[i]); if (elem) return elem; }}
return elem;
}
function CSClickReturn O {
war bAgent = window. navigator. userAgent ;
var bAppName = window. navigator .appName;
if ((bAppName. indexOfC'Explorer") >= 0) && (bAgent . index0f("Mozilla/3") >= 0) && (bAgent .indexOf("Mac") >= 0))
return true; // dont follow link
else return false; // dont follow link
}
function CSButtonReturn () {
var bAgent = window. navigator. userAgent;
yar bAppName = window. navigator .appName;
if ((bAppName. indexOfC'Explorer") >= 0) && (bAgent . index0f("Mozilla/3")
>= 0) && (bAgent .indexOf("Mac") >= 0))
return false; // follow link
else return true; // follow link
}
CSIm = new ObjectO;
function CSIShow(n,i) {
if (document. images) {
if (CSIm[n]) {
var img = (!IsIE()) ? CSFindElement(n,0) : document[n] ;
if (img && typeof(CSIm[n] [i] .src) != "undefined") {img.src
= CSIm[n][i] . src;}
if(i != 0)












if (document. images) {
CSIm[im] = new Object();
for (yar i=2;i<5;i++) {
if (action[i] != ") { CSIm[im][i-2]
= new Image(); CSIm[im][i-2] . src
= action[i]; }
else CSIm[im][i-2] = 0;
}








function CSAction2(fct, array) {
default.html
var result;




if(actArray == null) return false;
var tempArray = new Array;
for(var j=l;j<actArray .length; j++) {
if((actArray[j] != null) && (typeof(actArray[j]) == "object") &S. (actArray[j] .length == 2)) {
if(actArray[j][0] == "VAR") {
tempArray[j] = CSStateArray[actArray[j][l]] ;
}
else {
if(actArray[j][0] == "ACT") {
tempArray[j] = CSAction(new Array(new String(actArray[j] [1]))) ;
}
else
























































<font size="4">The following pages will assist you to identify
a typeface by observing
<pxfont size="4">of individual letters of the
alphabet. You will identify the font by
<pxfont size="4">on-screen buttons which






























































if(typeof(skipPage) != "undefined") { if(skipPage) return; }
idxArray = new Array;




CSAg window. navigator. userAgent; CSBVers = parseInt(CSAg. charAt(CSAg. indexOf("/")+l), 10);
function IsIE() { return CSAg. indexOf("MSIE") > 0;}
function CSIEStyl(s) { return document .all .tags("div")[s] .style; }
function CSNSStyl(s) { return CSFindElement(s,0); }
function CSFindElement(n,ly) { if (CSBVers <: 4) return document[n] ;
var curDoc = ly ? ly. document : document; var elem curDoc[n];
if (!elem) { for (var i=0;i<curDoc. layers. length;i++) {
elem = CSFindElement(n,curDoc.layers[i]); if (elem) return elem; }}
return elem;
}
function CSClickReturn () {
var bAgent = window. navigator. userAgent;
var bAppName = window. navigator. appName;
if ((bAppName. indexOfC'Explorer") >= 0) && (bAgent .index0f("Mozilla/3") >= 0) && (bAgent . indexOf("Mac") >= 0))
return true; // dont follow link
else return false; // dont follow link
}
function CSButtonReturn () {
var bAgent = window. navigator. userAgent;
var bAppName = window. navigator. appName;
if ((bAppName. indexOfC'Explorer") >= 0) && (bAgent . index0f("Mozilla/3") >= 0) && (bAgent . indexOf("Mac") >= 0))
return false; // follow link
else return true; // follow link
}
CSIm = new ObjectO;
function CSIShow(n,i) {
if (document. images) {
if (CSIm[n]) {
var img = (!IsIE()) ? CSFindElement(n,0) : document[n] ;
if (img && typeof(CSIm[n][i] .src)
!= "undefined") {img.src = CSIm[n] [i] . src;}
if(i != 0)












if (document . images) {
CSIm[im] new ObjectO;
for (var i=2;i<5;i++) {
if (action[i] != ") { CSIm[im][i-2]








return CSAction2(CSAct , array~);
}
function CSAction2(fct , array) {
grouping.html
var result;
for (var i=0; i<array. length; i++) {
if(CSStopExecution) return false;
var actArray = fct[array[i]] ;
if(actArray == null) return false;
var tempArray = new Array;
for(var j=l; j<actArray. length; j++) {
if((actArray[j] != null) && (typeof(actArray[j]) == "object") && (actArray[j] .length == 2)) {
if(actArray[j][0] == "VAR") {
tempArray [j] = CSStateArray[actArray[j][l]] ;
}
else {
if(actArray[j][0] == "ACT") {







































































































































































































O^ytl^ Serif typefaces have been implemented at tto? time;
JIf you are interested in assisting the author in completing the FoutFlndeF:














<h3>0nly the Serif typefaces have been implemented at this time.</h3>
<h3>If you are interested in assisting the author in completing the FontFinder
system, </h3 >




















































<title >Name That Font Serif Selection</title >
<script language="JavaScriptl. 2"><! --





























var idx = document . URL .
indexOf('
?') ;
var params = new ArrayO;
if (id* i= -i) {
var pairs = document .URL. substring(idx+l, document . URL. length) . split( '&') ;
for (var i=0; i<pairs. length; i++) {
nameVal = pairs[i] );






// returns the position in the array where we should put the item
// if it exists, it is the location where it already is
// if it doesn't exist, it is myArray. length
// alert ("checking aparam[0] =
"
+ aparam[0]);
if (top.myArray length == 0 ) return 0;
for Q\/ar i = 0; i < top. myArray. length; i++) {
// alert
("myArray["
+ i + "][0] =
"
+ top.myArray[i] [0]) ;
if (aparam[0] == top.myArray[i] [0]) return i;
}










for (var i = 0; i < top. myArray. length; i++)
alert
("myArray["





















CSInit = new Array;
function CSScriptlnitO {
if(typeof(skipPage) != "undefined") { if(skipPage) return; }
idxArray = new Array;





CSAg = window. navigator. userAgent; CSBVers = parseInt(CSAg. charAt(CSAg. indexOf("/")+l) , 10) ;
function IsIE() { return CSAg. indexOf("MSIE") > 0;}
function CSIEStyl(s) { return document. all . tags("div")[sj . style; }
function CSNSStyl(s) { return CSFindElement(s,0) ; }
function CSFindElement(n
,ly) { if (CSBVers < 4) return document[n];
\iar curDoc = ly ? ly. document : document; var elem = curDoc[n];
if (!elem) { for (var i=0; i<curDoc. layers. length;i++) {
elem = CSFindElement(n ,curDoc. layers[i]) ; if (elem) return elem; }}
return elem;
}
function CSClickReturn () {
var bAgent = window. navigator .userAgent ;
\/ar bAppName = window, navigator
.appName;
if ((bAppName. indexOfC'Explorer") >= 0) && (bAgent . index0f("Mozilla/3") >= 0) && (
bAgent. indexOf("Mac") >= 0))
return true; // dont follow link
else return false; // dont follow link
}
function CSButtonReturn () {
\/ar bAgent = window, navigator
.userAgent;
var bAppName = window. navigator
.appName;
if ((bAppName. indexOfC'Explorer") >= 0) && (bAgent. indexOf("Mozilla/3") >= 0) && (
bAgent. indexOf("Mac") >= 0))
return false; // follow link
else return true; // follow link
}
CSIm = new ObjectO;
function CSIShow(n,i) {
if (document . images) {
if (CSIm[n]) {
var img = (!IsIE()) ? CSFindElement(n ,0) : document[n] ;
if (img && typeof(CSIm[n] [i] . src) != "undefined") {img.src
= CSIm[n] [i] . src;}
if(i != 0)











im = action[l] ;
if (document . images) {
CSIm[im] = new ObjectO;
for C^or i=2;i<5;i++) {
if (action[i] != '') { CSIm[im] [i-2]
= new Image(); CSIm[im] [i-2] . src = action[
t]; }
}













for (var i=0;i<array . length ;i++) {
if(CSStopExecution) return false;
war actArray = fct[array[i]] ;
if(actArray == null) return false;
var tempArray = new Array;
for(var j=l; j<actArray . length; j++) {
if((actArray[j] != null) && (typeof(actArray[j]) == "object") && (actArray[j]
length == 2)) {
if(actArray[j][0] == "VAR") {
tempArray[j] = CSStateArray[actArray[j] [1]] ;
}
else {
if(actArray[j][0] == "ACT") {
tempArray[j] = CSAction(new Array(new String(actArray[j] [1]))) ;
}
else










CSAct = new Object;
function CSCallFunction(action)
{
var str = action[l];
str += "(";





















CSInit[CSInit. length] = new Array(CSILoad,/*CMPV
lca_button'
buttons/images/l ca_button.gif







CSInit[CSInit. length] = new Array(CSILoad
uce_button'
buttons/images/uce_button.gif















CSInit[CSInit. length] = new Array(CSILoad
ucg_button'







CSInit[CSInit. length] = new Array(CSILoad lcg_button'



























CSInit[CSInit. length] = new Array(CSILoad ,/*CMPV
ucw_button'

















CSInit[CSInit. length] = new Array(CSILoad
newsearch_button'







CSInit[CSInit. length] = new
Array(CSILoad,/*CMP*/' button'
buttons/images/gene ral_button.gif buttons/images/gene ral_button-over. gif
buttons/images/gene ral_button. gif ,
' '
) ;














<script language= "JavaScript 1.2
"><!--
var myParams = getParams();




// alert("myParams. length =
"
+ myParams . length) ;
// append the parameters to myArray
paramLen = myParams. length-1;
for Qvar i = 0; i < paramLen; i++) {
idx = paramIndex(myParams[i]) ;



































































































"buttons/images/lce_but ton. gif'xa h
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)) ; "ximg src=
"buttons/images/newsearch_button.gif" width="72" height="36" border=



































<li>Click the letters to the left to display identification
characteristics. <br >
<br >
<ti>Click the button below the image of the characteristic that
most closely matches your unknown font.<br>
<br >
<li>When you want to list matching fonts, click on the search
button. <br >
<br >








Tips to make searching easier : </h4 >
<ul >
<li>Answer only questions you are sure about. If unsure, leave the
question blank. <br>
<br >
<li>Start by answering only 1 or 2 questions, then click on the
&quot;Search&quot; button. If you get too many
fonts as a result, you can click on the
letters at the left refine your search. <br>
<br >
<li>When you get down to just a few fonts, click on the font name
to get an full alphabet. Visually compare to determine
















Are the ErF ot L ^no^ceahly
narrover than the other letters?
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Does the ear of the g ciirve!
up
EFi




Is the end of the ear:
._M_J LM-J ^Ji-J
Straight Cmved/RotrM Other



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































is the apex of the uppercase^:At




is the bar of the uppercase A:















































































































































































































Is the top arm of the E _








Is the middle arm of the E
than the bottom arm:
Longer Same Starter
6
Is the lover arm oiLthe E






The middle arm is:



































<h3>Is the top arm of the E <br>






















































<h3>Is the middle arm of the


























































<h3>Is the lower arm of the E <br>








































































































































In vhich direction does the bar
,-Vf/->






























































































































































































































































































































































Does the right serif^pointf
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<h3>Do the serifs extend above<br>



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































// this function prints a text dump of the array contents
for (var i = 0; i < top.myArray. length; i++) {
document.
writeln("myarray["
+ i + "] =
"







// this function builds the confirmation page
var filename;
for rvar i = 0; i < top.myArray .length; i++) {
// concat the two array elements to make the gif filename
filename =
"./serif/images/"































for rvar i = 0; i < top.myArray. length; i++) {

















<h3>Please confirm that the following accurately






























































































O Adobe O Font Bureau Q Microsoft Q Monotype QURW
OSerif/lnscriptional QSans-Serif Q Blackletter/Uncial O Script QOrnamental
OYes ONo
OYes ONo
O Taller O Same O Shorter
O Round-Pointed QHalfSerif QFullSerif Q Angled Q Other
O Above Q Center O Below O Other
Q Longer QSame O Shorter
O Longer QSame Q Shorter
O Longer QSame O Shorter
O Above Q Center O Below O Other
OYes ONo
OPointsLeft Q Centered QPointsRight
OYes ONo
QAngledLeft Q StraightDown Q AngledRight OMissing
QAngledLeft Q StraightDown QAngledRight QMissing
Q Angled Q Stepped Q Crossed
ONone OOne OTwo O Three OFour
OOne OTwo
OOpen O Closed ON/A
OYes ONo
OOpen Q Closed ON/A
IQOne OTwo
IQOpen Q Closed ON/A
lOOpen Q Closed ON/A
QUp Q Horizontal QDown QNone
Q Straight O Curved/Round/Ball O Other
OPointsLeft O Centered QPointsRight
|Q Angled O Curved/Round O Horizontal
|Q Angled O Curved QNone





































Adobe Q Font Bureau Q Microsoft Q Monotype QURW
Serif/lnscriptional QSans-Serif Q Blackletter/Uncial Q Script O Ornamental
Yes ONo
Yes ONo
O Taller Same Q Shorter
O Round-Pointed QHalfSerif QFullSerif Angled Q Other
IP Above Center Q Below Q Other |
1 Longer QSame Q Shorter
IP Longer QSame
Longer QSame Q Shorter
Q Above Center O Below Q Other
Yes ONo
PointsLeft Q Centered QPointsRight
Yes ONo
AngledLeft Q StraightDown QAngledRight OMissing
QAngledLeft StraightDown QAngledRight QMissing
Q Angled Q Stepped Crossed








|OUp Horizontal QDown QNone
Straight Q Curved/Round/Ball Q Other
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Interactive Web-based Font Identification System
Your assistance is greatly appreciated in testing this Master's Thesis Project.
To test the system, use your favoriteWeb Browser to go to crmppr.rit.edu. This page will get you to
"Name That Font". Please follow the on-screen instructions to identify the following type samples.
In addition, 1 would appreciate your answers to a few short questions on the reverse of this sheet.
Thank you,
C.R. Myers
Please identify the following type samples.
Business Week
Alan Greenspan
Life is not a spectacle or a feast; it is a predicament.
- George Santayana
Muddy water is best cleared by leaving it
alone.
- Alan Watts
Reality is the leading
cause of stress among those
who are in touch with it
- Jane Wagner
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